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Prospective representation of navigational goals in the human hippocampus

Thackery I. Brown,1,2 Valerie A. Carr,1,2 Karen F. LaRocque,3 Serra E. Favila,3 Alan M. Gordon,3 Ben Bowles,4 Jeremy N. Bailenson,3 Anthony D. Wagner1,6

Mental representation of the future is a fundamental component of goal-directed behavior. Computational and animal models highlight prospective spatial coding in the hippocampus, mediated by interactions with the prefrontal cortex, as a putative mechanism for simulating future events. Using whole-brain high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging and multi-voxel pattern classification, we tested whether the human hippocampus and interrelated cortical structures support prospective representation of navigational goals.

Results demonstrated that hippocampal activity patterns code for future goals to which participants subsequently navigate, as well as for intervening locations along the route, consistent with trajectory-specific simulation. The strength of hippocampal goal representations covaried with goal-related coding in the prefrontal, medial temporal, and medial parietal cortex. Collectively, these data indicate that a hippocampal-cortical network supports prospective simulation of navigational events during goal-directed planning.

Prospective thought and the simulation of future experiences are fundamental for planning how to best achieve immediate and longer-term goals. Prospection is theorized to rely on neural mechanisms that underlie episodic memory (1, 2), drawing on declarative memory for distinct events to flexibly simulate future experiences and outcomes. The hippocampus subserves episodic retrieval of goal-relevant spatial sequences in rodents (3–7) and humans (8–12) and plays a central role in models of goal-directed navigation and episodic memory (13–15). In rodents, hippocampal “place cells” exhibit prospective sequential firing along navigational routes during planning that reflects current goals (16, 17). Prospective firing may support reinstatement of the multifaceted representations of spatial contexts in a broader network underlying prospection and goal coding (including the medial temporal lobe (MTL), retrosplenial complex (RSC), and ventral striatum (VS)) (1, 2, 18–21). Prospective simulation may also rely on hippocampal interactions with the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which may provide cognitive control machinery through which mnemonic details are flexibly accessed and combined into the formulation of future route plans (22, 23). A fundamental question in human cognitive neuroscience is whether the hippocampus and its functional interactions support flexible prospective representation of spatial trajectories during goal-directed planning.

Although human hippocampal neurons demonstrate location- and goal-related responses that can be reinstated during retrieval (24, 25), noninvasive quantification of the neural representation of spatial information in humans is a challenge. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has revealed distance-to-goal (26–28) and grid-like (29) response coding in the human hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. Measurement of purely place cell–based location codes may not be feasible with fMRI; however, it may be possible to quantify episodic retrieval of a distributed multifeatural engram of a spatial context. Multivariate fMRI approaches have demonstrated that distributed patterns in the hippocampus, MTL cortex, and RSC carry representational information about environmental features, locations, and the direction to a goal (30–34). However, direct evidence that this hippocampal-cortical network supports prospective goal coding during route planning in humans has yet to be shown.

We used whole-brain high-resolution fMRI (hr-fMRI; 1.6-mm isotropic voxels) to simultaneously record fine-grained pattern information from the human hippocampus and a core network of anatomically and functionally interconnected regions putatively involved in goal coding and prospection (supplementary materials). Participants underwent hr-fMRI while performing a virtual navigation paradigm designed to parallel tasks that have been used with rodents (17, 35). On day 1, outside the scanner, participants learned to navigate to five goal locations in a virtual circular environment, each marked by a distinct pair of fractal images (Fig. 1A and B). On day 2, while undergoing hr-fMRI, participants began each trial at one of the locations; their viewpoint then shifted toward the ground, and they were cued with one of the fractals to plan navigation of the shortest route from their current position to the cued goal location (planning period). The participant's view then panned up, and they actively navigated to the goal. Critically, fractals were no longer visible at the goal locations on day 2, and thus performance depended on memory (Fig. 1C). During scanning, participants planned and executed navigation between the five locations across 160 trials (32 per location, visiting every location from every other location an equal number of times). This design enabled analysis of neural patterns during planning that represent information about future goal states—information that generalizes across cues, start positions, and routes.

We used multi-voxel pattern analyses to classify planning period activity (before active navigation) as being related to the current location (“current” classifier) or the future goal location to which participants would navigate (“future” classifier). We quantified current-state and future goal–state representations and their relative strength on a region-by-region and trial-by-trial basis by using classifier accuracy (significance measured against empirically validated chance; supplementary materials) and probabilistic evidence scores. In hypothesis-driven analyses, we analyzed data from a priori anatomical regions of interest (ROIs). We indexed the representation of navigational events within the hippocampus and examined how hippocampal representations covary with (i) goal-related codes in the MTL cortex, RSC, and VS and (ii) planning activity in the PFC.

On day 2, participants were highly accurate at cued navigation, performing near ceiling levels (supplementary materials). Applying the “current” classifier to the planning period data, we confirmed that distributed patterns of human hippocampal activity code for current location (classifier accuracy, 29.9%; t = 5.55, P = 4.40 × 10−2; see the supplementary materials for additional details and classification in extrahippocampal ROIs).

Turning to our first central question, we used the “future” classifier to characterize patterns during planning that carry information about future goal locations. Distributed hippocampal activity patterns during planning carried information that significantly distinguished future goal states (classifier accuracy, 29.4%; t = 7.54, P = 1.19 × 10−6) (Fig. 2A). By using neural activity measured during the planning period to classify future goal states, our principal analyses controlled for the contribution of unwanted perceptual and cognitive factors. Specifically, the classification analyses of the planning period targeted representational information that was separated in time from the perception of any past or present goal locations. Consistent with the finding that, in rodents, prospective hippocampal coding for a given location involves reinstatement of the same neural patterns that are present during experience at that location (17), a follow-up analysis provided evidence that reinstatement of neural patterns associated with goal arrival occurs during, and contributes to, goal coding during navigational planning (this and other supporting analyses are described in the supplementary materials).
A second central question is whether the human hippocampus not only supports prospective representation of goal states but also mediates route retrieval during planning. To the extent that planning navigational events incorporates replay of important locations along the route, classifier evidence should favor intervening sub-goals over other nongoal locations. Consistent with this prediction, during navigation planning, the location that was most confusable with the goal was the intervening sub-goal along the optimal route (Fig. 2A and supplementary materials). Direct comparisons of confusability of the goal with the sub-goal versus with the other nongoal locations revealed that the sub-goal was the most favored class (Fig. 2B and supplementary materials).

We also tested whether hippocampal prospective coding is accompanied by future goal-state evidence within a broader cortical network that is thought to subserve the representation and imagery of spatial context features. Specifically, the perirhinal cortex (PRC) may code for item content (environmental cue information) of goal locations (36), and the parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and RSC may support planning and future event simulation (7) through their putative roles in contextual reinstatement and location coding.
Classification of planning period activity on the basis of the future goal was significantly above chance in each of these regions (Fig. 3A and supplementary materials). VS, which has been implicated in coding motivational signals in space (19), exhibited only marginally significant coding for future goal states. Among these a priori ROIs, a whole-brain searchlight revealed local patches in the hippocampus and PHC that exhibited significant goal coding (supplementary materials). Within our PHC, PRC, and RSC ROIs, trial-by-trial classifier evidence for the goal location positively correlated with that in the hippocampus (Fig. 3B and supplementary materials), supporting the hypothesis that their combined representational properties contribute to the multifeatural representation of future spatial contexts.

Top-down, controlled access to episode-specific details in the hippocampus is hypothesized to rely on hippocampal interactions with the PFC (6, 23, 38). Computations in the PFC may be important for both expressing goal-relevant mnemonic codes in the hippocampus and integrating hippocampal output into strategic planning. We tested this mechanistic framework by measuring functional connectivity between (i) the hippocampus (more broadly) and hippocampal subfields (more specifically) and (ii) PFC planning period univariate activity and “future” classifier evidence. Planning period activity in the lateral and medial frontopolar cortex (FPC), a region posited to enable prospective expression of memory and help integrate hippocampal output into route plans (22, 23), significantly positively correlated with trial-by-trial “future” classifier evidence in the hippocampus and its subiculum subfield (Fig. 4A). Follow-up analysis of these regions revealed only modest “future” classification in the lateral FPC (that did not survive correction for multiple comparisons; supplementary materials).

Instead, the whole-brain searchlight analysis (Fig. 4B) revealed significant “future” classification in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which, critically, is known to connect to and functionally interact with the hippocampus during memory-guided navigation (11, 39). (Methods and complete lists of significant clusters for these analyses are given in the supplementary materials.) Further supporting the importance of functional interaction between the PFC and hippocampal prospective codes in navigational planning, we observed a positive relationship between PFC and (at a modest level) OFC “future” classifier evidence and hippocampal “future” classifier evidence (supplementary materials). Together, these findings suggest that the OFC is part of a hippocampal network that codes for prospective goals and that the FPC plays a role in modulating hippocampal coding, providing cognitive control machinery through which route plans are formed and prospection is achieved (22, 23).

To plan future behavior, humans and animals must be able to represent goals within an environment, as well as to retrieve potential means of reaching these goals. Our data indicate that the hippocampus, interacting with a functionally linked neocortical network (MTL cortex, RSC, and OFC), provides a mechanism for such mental simulation. In particular, our data encompass several important advances: We demonstrate that the human hippocampus contributes to goal-directed navigation, in part through representing future goal states as well as features of the current location (32), and, critically, we provide evidence that such prospective retrieval includes episodic simulation of the intended route. Although it remains to be seen whether similar coding and computations occur in more complex large-scale environments, such as those that humans traverse in daily life (40), this work bridges the prospective coding of navigational goals in the human hippocampus with related findings in rodents (3, 4, 6, 17). Moreover, models of episodic memory and navigation (6, 23, 38) emphasize the importance of hippocampal-prefrontal interactions for representing navigational events and route planning. Our results provide evidence for an association between prospective hippocampal representations and putative planning processes in the FPC. More broadly, these findings illuminate the mechanistic role of the hippocampus, along with an extended MTL cortex, orbitofrontal, and retrosplenial network, in memory-guided simulation of future events (1, 2). This network, along with the FPC, links look-ahead–like processes with goal-directed planning, which together enable humans to think prospectively.
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Oligodendrocytes have been considered as a functionally homogeneous population in the central nervous system (CNS). We performed single-cell RNA sequencing on 5072 cells of the oligodendrocyte lineage from 10 regions of the mouse juvenile and adult CNS. Thirteen distinct populations were identified, 12 of which represent a continuum from Pdgfra+ oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) to distinct mature oligodendrocytes. Initial stages of differentiation were similar across the juvenile CNS, whereas subsets of mature oligodendrocytes were enriched in specific regions in the adult brain. Newly formed oligodendrocytes were detected in the adult CNS and were responsive to complex motor learning. A second Pdgfra+ population, distinct from OPCs, was found along vessels. Our study reveals the dynamics of oligodendrocyte differentiation and maturation, uncoupling them at a transcriptional level and highlighting oligodendrocyte heterogeneity in the CNS.
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5072 transcriptomes of single cells expressing markers of the oligodendrocyte lineage, isolated from 10 distinct regions of the anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axis of the mouse juvenile and adult CNS (Fig. 1A and B). Biclustering analysis (6) (figs. S1B and S1H), hierarchical clustering (Fig. 1C), and differential expression analysis (tables S1 and S2) led to the identification of 13 distinct cell populations. t-Distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) (Fig. 2A) supported by pseudotime analysis (fig. S2, A and B) indicated a narrow differentiation path connecting oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) and myelin-forming oligodendrocytes, which then diversify into six mature states.

Oligodendrocyte precursor cells coexpressed Pdgfra and Csgyl4 (Fig. 2B and figs. S2B and S1O), and 10% coexpressed cell cycle genes (fig. S2, E and F), consistent with a cell division turn-over of 19 days in the juvenile cortex (7). Several genes (such as Fapyb and Tmem100) identified in OPCs were previously associated with astrocytes and radial glia (6) (figs. S2B, S3, and S1O), consistent with the origin of OPCs from radial glia-like cells, as well as their capacity to generate astrocytes in injury paradigms (8).
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Brain activity to represent the future
How do humans navigate from A to B? Brown et al. developed a virtual reality task to investigate the neural representations that support human navigational planning. Highly specific activity of the hippocampus and related brain areas represented the future locations to which participants eventually moved. Network-level interactions of the hippocampus with the prefrontal cortex thus enable flexible representation of planned destinations.
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Participants
Twenty right-handed healthy volunteers (9 female) with a mean age of 24.3yrs (range 20-34yrs) were recruited from Stanford University and the surrounding communities. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal color vision. Two males and one female participant were excluded from the study at the end of Day 1 due to inability to learn the goal locations within the environment. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants, who were paid for their participation in a manner approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board. Payment was not conditioned on success.

Experimental design
Task stimuli consisted of a circular track in a virtual open-field environment, and 10 visually distinct color fractal images. The virtual environment and navigation task were presented using Vizard 3.0 (http://www.worldviz.com/products/vizard), a Python-based virtual reality development package. For each participant, five random pairings of the 10 fractals were randomly associated with five distinct goal locations along the circular track. The environment had no local landmarks, encouraging participants to rely on distal environmental cues to form spatial knowledge of the environment. Each goal location had an error radius of 10 virtual units from the location center; participants were required to navigate to within the correct approximate quintile during the scanned navigation task for the trial to be considered “correct”. The circular track was 110 virtual units in circumference, and the goal locations were distributed around the track at coordinates jittered from a uniform distribution across participants within the constraint that their error radii did not overlap; this ensured that the fixed locations for each participant were not equidistant from each other. As such, jittering the positions in this manner encouraged participants to attend to the precise spatial location of the goals within the environment during training, since the visible fractals/goal centers were not equidistant in space or traversal time. Navigation speed was set at 20s to circumnavigate the track.

Day 1: Training task
Participants learned to navigate the environment approximately 24hrs prior to performing the cued navigation task in the scanner. The environment and goal locations were learned through trial and error, such that when errors were made on a training trial, participants received correctional feedback. Errors entailed taking a sub-optimal route (i.e., the longer direction) around the track, failing to accurately reach the correct goal, or both. Feedback was presented by letters overlaid on the screen communicating the nature of the error (e.g. “Correct location. Wrong direction”) followed by computer-automated movement to the correct heading and position in the environment.

Training consisted of three stages. In total, participants performed 220 trials (60, 80, and 80 trials in each stage, respectively) that followed a similar structure to that of the scanning task (Fig. 1C). In all stages, participants were placed at a pseudorandom position in the environment, and their view panned to the ground where they saw one fractal cueing them to their current goal; they then selected a direction to navigate around the track, and then actively navigated to the goal location. For the first two stages of training, both fractals of each pair were visible at their respective goal locations as
participants navigated around the track. These stages of training enabled participants to learn the precise goal locations within the environment and the cue mappings to the locations.

During Stage 1, after being presented one fractal cue, the computer pseudorandomly selected a direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) in which the participant would navigate for that trial. This ensured participants viewed each goal location from both directions during their initial exposure to the environment. During Stage 2, participants chose the direction that would enable them to reach the goal most efficiently. This training stage emphasized learning the spatial relationships between the precise goal locations in the environment. Stage 3 was identical to the Day 2 scanning task, meaning that the fractals were no longer visible at the goal locations during active navigation. Stage 3 reinforced spatial knowledge of the environment and localization of the now-hidden goal locations to the correct approximate quintiles on the basis of distal environmental cues. Stages 2-3 required memory-guided navigation to every goal from every other location, with navigation to a specific location/goal occurring via traversal of both directions an equal number of times. In order to participate in the Day 2 scanning session, participants had to master the task by the end of Stage 3 training, defined as navigating the correct direction to each correct location on all test trials (i.e., 100% accuracy).

**Day 2: Scanning task**

The scanning task was broken into 16 runs of 10 trials each, resulting in a total of 32 trials per goal location. Across all runs, participants navigated to every goal from every other location and traversed both directions to the goal an equal number of times. The design also balanced the intervening (sub-goal) locations for the subset of trials where participants were navigating to more distal goal locations. The timing of the scanning task was optimized for later pattern classification analysis: Each trial began with participants facing the ground (on the very first trial of a scanning run, participants first viewed their position and heading in the environment for 7s prior to their perspective panning toward the ground). A fractal cue was presented on the ground, with cue onset synchronized with the scanner TR. Cues were displayed for 2s, followed by a 7-9s delay during which the fractal was replaced by a fixation cross. This structure helped segregate the hemodynamic response of the critical cued planning period from that of the subsequent active navigation period. After 7s of the post-cue delay, arrows pointing forward and backward replaced the fixation cross, and participants had an additional 2s to indicate via a button box whether they wanted to continue forward or to navigate in the opposite direction to efficiently reach the goal. Once a direction was selected, the participant’s view panned up (1s) and navigation began.

Critically, participants could not turn around once navigation began. This encouraged participants to actively prospect over their future navigation during the cued planning period. All participants reported using the cue to try to bring the goal to mind and think about where the goal was in relation to their current position. Participants made a button press indicating when they had reached their goal. Their view then panned down to the ground (1s), and they were held in place with a fixation cross for a post-arrival delay period of ~8s (7s + time needed to synchronize the next trial’s onset with the TR). This structure helped segregate the hemodynamic response of the cued planning period.
from that of the perception of/arrival at the goal on the preceding trial. For trials in which participants made a navigational error, text was displayed on the screen for 1s indicating the nature of their error (e.g. “Correct location, Wrong direction”), after which participants were teleported to the correct location with the correct heading direction. They were able to view their corrected location for 2s prior to their view panning to the ground for the post-arrival delay.

Critically, the task was structured such that participants viewed the ground during the cue period, navigated to each goal location from both directions around the track and from every other goal location, and were cued by both fractal cues for a given goal an equal number of times. This design helped ensure that successful fMRI multivariate classification of either the current location or the future goal was based on pattern information related to spatial context coding that generalized across different perceptual and navigational experiences.

MRI data acquisition
Scanning was conducted on a 3T scanner equipped with a 32-channel head coil at the Stanford University Center for Cognitive and Neurobiological Imaging. Whole-brain high-resolution (1.6mm³) functional images were acquired using a 3-band multiplexed imaging protocol (41) with blipped-controlled aliasing to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (42). Functional images were acquired with an acceleration factor of 2, and had an acquisition matrix of 146 x 146, with 25 slices per band, an echo time of 30ms, a flip angle of 77°, and a repetition time (TR) of 2s. Functional image slices were aligned parallel to the long axis of hippocampus. A total of four dummy scans were completed before data acquisition began to allow for stabilization of the MR signal. For anatomical localization and cross-participant alignment, high-resolution (0.9mm³), T1-weighted spoiled gradient recalled echo structural images were collected (matrix = 256 x 256, echo time = 2.78ms, flip angle = 12°, and TR = 7.24s). Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen and viewed through a mirror; navigation responses were collected using an MR-compatible button box.

fMRI data analyses
Imaging analyses were conducted using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). All BOLD images were reoriented so the origin [i.e., coordinate xyz (0 0 0)] was at the anterior commissure. Motion correction was conducted by realigning the BOLD images to the first functional image acquired, and unwarping the BOLD images corrected for movement-by-susceptibility artifact interactions (43). High-resolution structural images were then coregistered with the mean BOLD images obtained during motion correction.

Principal analyses were conducted in single-subject native space, using manually defined anatomical regions of interest (ROIs). We delineated each participant's MTL subregions using established protocols (44–49), defining separate ROIs for hippocampus, entorhinal cortex (EC), perirhinal cortex (PRC), and parahippocampal cortex (PHC), and further subdividing hippocampus into subfields: CA1, a combined CA2/3/dentate gyrus subregion, and subiculum. We also defined anatomical ROIs within retrosplenial complex (RSC) and ventral striatum (VS), based on evidence that these regions may also contribute to prospection and navigational goal representation. RSC was defined based on
approximate functional localization of the human “retrospenial complex” (e.g. II) – a functional region exhibiting orientation and location coding properties that may be analogous to those of retrosplenial cortex in rodents. RSC was defined by manually delineating a region on the dorsal bank of the parieto-occipital sulcus (POS), centered at the intersection of the calcarine sulcus with the POS and extending 7mm anterior and posterior to this point on each participant’s anatomy. This approach resulted in a large anatomical region on the ventral anterior extent of medial parietal cortex (Fig. S3A) (note that this definition differs from a cytoarchitectonic delineation of Brodmann Areas 29/30). VS was manually defined based on anatomical guidelines for delineating the nucleus accumbens (50).

For group-level connectivity and searchlight analyses (see below), the coregistered high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were segmented into white and gray matter images and bias-corrected. The bias-corrected structural images and coregistered BOLD images were then spatially normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration using Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) algorithm (51) for accurate inter-subject registration. BOLD for the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity (see below) were resampled during normalization to 2mm³ isotropic voxels and spatially smoothed using a 6mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Searchlight maps were not smoothed during normalization.

**Data modeling**

Our analyses targeted the ability to successfully categorize trial-specific fMRI patterns on the basis of current location and of future/prospective goal state. Consequently, we focused our multi-voxel pattern analyses (MVPA) on pattern information from the initial cue period of the task. To reduce the influence of interference from adjacent task components on identification of planning period pattern information, features were generated as single-trial parameter estimates using a GLM approach in SPM. Planning periods were modeled with multiple single-trial regressors in one GLM (2s duration, convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function) to estimate voxel-level BOLD activity related to current position (current classifier) and to prospective goal (future classifier) during the rapid prospection that putatively occurred during initial planning (note that pattern information from subsequent planning periods in our task is separated by a substantial amount of time [>30s]). The remaining task components were modeled at the condition level (i.e., multiple trials per condition): (a) an arrow response regressor (stick function) modeled motor response events for selecting the direction around the track just prior to navigation; (b) five Navigation Phase regressors (variable duration epochs, based on path length) modeled activity during active navigation to each of the five respective goal locations; (c) five Goal Response regressors (stick function) modeled the motor response events terminating navigation; and (d) five Post-arrival Goal holding period regressors (7s) modeled delay period activity following successful navigation. Error trials, an 8s lead-in and lead-out period for each run, and the delay following the planning period cue were left unmodeled. The six motion parameters, computed during realignment were included in the models as regressors of non-interest.

Rodent and theoretical models of episodic memory and navigation (6, 23, 38) emphasize the importance of hippocampal-prefrontal interactions for representing
navigational events and route planning. To test whether prefrontal activation co-varies with prospective coding in hippocampus, we also conducted a hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity analysis. We used the same modeling approach described above, but collapsed the single-trial cue events into one regressor, and paired it with a parametric modulator of trial-by-trial hippocampal future classifier evidence for the goal. To obtain a continuous measure of evidence strength, we leveraged the logit (log odds) of the trial-wise probabilistic classifier output for the target class (goal location). This allowed us to quantify how fluctuation in the trial-by-trial strength of hippocampal goal representations during initial planning co-varies with univariate activity elsewhere in the brain.

Principal ROI classification analyses
The principal classification analyses were conducted using ROI-specific single-trial parameter estimates (betas) from the planning period as features. Data preprocessing for classification was performed using the Princeton MVPA Toolbox (http://www.pni.princeton.edu/mvpa/) and custom Matlab scripts. Signal in each voxel was Z-scored across trials within-session prior to classification; for single-trial beta classification, no additional preprocessing was conducted. Standard multi-class one-vs-the-rest classification was performed using a logistic regression classifier with L2 regression regularization (penalization parameter = 1 for all classifications), as instantiated in the LIBLINEAR classification library (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/). A fixed penalty of 1 was used for consistency in classifier parameters across participants and across iterations within each participant. Note that a penalty of 1 was frequently selected when employing an automated non-peaking penalty optimization approach in a subset of participants; this approach was not adopted, because it would result in inconsistent regularization across trials and participants.

Principal classification analyses were conducted with two separate classifiers: one targeting current location coding (current classifier) and the other targeting prospective goal coding (future classifier). The same planning period data were submitted to both classifiers, but the location labels for the trials (current or future location) differed. Both classification analyses were accomplished by 16-fold cross validation in which one run was left out for testing on each fold. Within each cross-validation fold, 200 balancing iterations were run, such that the training data were repeatedly subsampled prior to a given training-testing iteration. The number of training trials included in each balancing iteration varied across cross-validation folds and was chosen as the maximum number of trials that allowed for equal numbers of trials for each goal location, start location, and cue image in the training set in a manner that ensured the maximum number of trials in the training set with equal numbers of trials for each goal location, start location, and cue image in the training set. Five-way classifier performance was measured using 2-tailed paired-sample t-tests against empirically derived chance, established within each participant by pseudorandomly shuffling the class labels (preserving the same number of trials per condition per scan session, and ensuring that trials corresponding to the same location could not be adjacent in time, consistent with the true task structure) over 200 balanced iterations per cross-validation fold, and calculating the resulting mean classification accuracy from this distribution (group chance means from 5-goal future and current classifiers: hippocampus future, current = 20.7%, 20.1%; PHC future, current =
Recent evidence from related tasks in rodents suggests functional specialization within rodent hippocampus, with the CA1 subfield carrying more reliable episode-specific route coding (6) than CA3. Moreover, computational models propose that large place cell firing fields (52) centered over goal locations in the subiculum – a major output region of hippocampus – could give rise to goal-coding signals (53). Accordingly, in addition to quantifying evidence for future goal states across the whole hippocampus, we explored possible analogous subfield differentiation in humans by running our classification analyses separately within anatomically defined CA1, CA2/3/DG, and subiculum subfields.

Another key goal of our experiment was to test whether hippocampal prospective coding is accompanied by goal state evidence within a broader hippocampal network (including MTL cortex, RSC, and VS) whose anatomical interconnectivity could subserve representation and imagery of features of the desired location (Fig. S3A). Accordingly, we examined current location and future goal decoding using MVPA on BOLD data within these regions. We further examined the correlations between trial-by-trial classifier evidence in these areas and that within hippocampus. This latter analysis, termed “representational connectivity”, provides an index of the relationship between the strength of goal-related codes within hippocampus and these targeted areas (Fig. 3B), with more positive correlations suggestive of tighter coupling between goal representations in these regions. Note: for these and all other correlation analyses, individual participant r values were submitted to a Fisher z-transformation prior to computing statistical significance.

Intra-hippocampal and whole-brain searchlight analyses
To further characterize the spatial distribution of neural patterns coding for current and future locations within hippocampus and throughout the brain, we complemented our principal ROI-level analyses with two searchlight classification analyses that assessed local decoding accuracies (54). The searchlight analysis has the added benefit of controlling for the number of voxels examined across regions during classification – which inherently vary in anatomically defined ROIs (mean number of voxels ± SEM: hippocampus = 2103±76, PHC = 1670±132, PRC = 1313±127, RSC = 1708±77, VS = 411±29). We addressed three questions of interest: 1) Is there a spatial distribution of location coding along the rostro-caudal axis of hippocampus? 2) Do prefrontal regions also carry representational information related to the future goal? (3) Is decoding of future spatial contexts anatomically selective or is it ubiquitous, being observed throughout the brain?

We addressed these questions using (a) a searchlight analysis anatomically restricted to each participant’s hippocampus, with the outcomes submitted to a mixed-effects analysis treating participant as a random effect, and (b) a whole-brain searchlight restricted to each participant’s gray-matter volume derived from SPM, with the outcomes again submitted to mixed-effects analysis. In both cases, we performed the current and future location classifications as described above, using the single-trial parameter estimates and the same classifier parameters as in the ROI analyses, with the key
difference being that classification was performed on local spherical masks centered individually on every voxel in the gray-matter search volume. Each spherical mask had a fixed radius of 3 voxels (note: individual voxels were excluded when they extended beyond the search volume). Individual participant searchlight classification accuracy maps were then normalized to MNI space using DARTEL (preserving the native 1.6mm³ resolution, and without additional smoothing), and submitted to group-level significance testing in the same manner as the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity analysis described below. We applied cluster-extent thresholds \( k \) of 15 and 60 voxels to the high-resolution hippocampal and whole-brain searchlights, respectively, to maintain a familywise error rate of \( p < 0.05 \) given a voxel-level threshold of \( p < 0.01 \). Classifier significance was computed against mean baseline searchlight maps generated from shuffling the class labels 200 times, and, for each shuffled label set, performing classification over 10 balancing iterations (of the training set labels) per cross-validation fold. A complete searchlight accuracy map was generated for a given shuffled label set and balancing iteration, preserving the inherent dependence across searchlights, and the mean baseline map was generated after all iterations had run.

**Supplementary text**

**Behavioral performance**

Participants performed the scanning-phase virtual navigation task (Day 2) with a high degree of accuracy, correctly selecting the optimal route and successfully localizing the goal location within the error radius on 94.4% of trials (SEM ±1.75). Accuracy was high for all goal locations (Fig. S1A) and did not differ by location (repeated-measures ANOVA: \( F_{(2.29,36.7*)} = 1.17; p = 0.33 \) [*Huynh-Feldt corrected for non-sphericity*]). Participants selected the navigational direction at the end of the planning period delay within a mean of 605ms (SEM ±28.9ms); this reaction time (RT) did not differ between locations (repeated-measures ANOVA: \( F_{(4,64)} = 0.93; p = 0.45 \) (Fig. S1B). For successful navigation trials, participants localized the goal locations with a high degree of precision, stopping within a mean of 3.94 virtual units (SEM: 0.18 units) of the center of error radius. Again, goal precision did not differ between locations (repeated-measures GLM: \( F_{(4,64)} = 0.43; p = 0.79 \) (Fig. S1C). The group precision distribution across trials is visualized in Fig. S1D; notably, the mean level of precision reflects a very small perceptual change in distal location cues (Fig. S1E).

**ROI-based current location and future goal location classification**

We first trained and tested a *current* classifier on the basis of current (start) location during the planning period. As reported in the main text, classification was above chance in hippocampus (29.9%; the mean confusability is plotted in Fig. S2A,B), replicating and extending prior evidence for a current location code in human hippocampus (32, 55) in the context of carefully controlled perceptual input. We also observed a modest tendency towards above chance classification in the broader network of *a priori* targeted anatomical ROIs (MTL cortex, RSC, and VS) (Fig. S3A): PHC (22.8%, \( t_{(16)} = 2.52, p = 0.02 \), PRC (21.5%, \( t_{(16)} = 1.26, p = 0.23 \), RSC (23.8%, \( t_{(16)} = 2.72, p = 0.02 \) and VS (21.9%, \( t_{(16)} = 2.90, p = 0.01 \). While PHC, RSC, and VS had individually above-chance classification, classifier performance did not survive bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (Fig. S3B).
Turning to our primary analyses, hippocampal classification on the basis of future location was significantly above chance (29.4%), as reported in the main text. Classifier evidence did not differ between the five goal locations (evaluated within each participant using 1-way ANOVAs of trial-by-trial evidence as a function of location: mean within-subject $F = 1.40$; mean $p = 0.45$; the mean confusion matrix is plotted in Fig. S2C), nor did hippocampal univariate signal (1-way ANOVA of mean parameter estimates for each trial as a function of location: mean within-subject $F = 0.99$; mean $p = 0.51$). The latter observation indicates that the five goals were not distinguished by coarse univariate activation differences. Across all trials, there was comparable confusability for locations proximal-to and distal-from the goal (Fig. S2D) (computed as mean confusability for all non-start, non-goal locations adjacent to or one location away from the goal; paired-sample t-test between proximal and distal confusability: $t_{(16)} = 0.12$; $p = 0.90$) [but see *Intervening sub-goal location decoding* below]. Confusability for the proximal (paired-sample t-test: $t_{(16)} = 1.85$; $p = 0.08$) and distal (paired-sample t-test: $t_{(16)} = 1.14$; $p = 0.27$) locations was not significantly greater than that of the start location.

Interestingly, while *current* location classification was significantly above chance in hippocampus, the future goal classifier exhibited little confusability with start location (Fig. S2C), and trial-by-trial future classifier evidence was uncorrelated with that of the current classifier (mean $r = -0.004$, one-sample t-test against zero: $t_{(16)} = -0.18$, $p = 0.86$). That is, greater evidence for the start does not predict greater evidence for the goal. These results are consistent with neural codes for both current and future states being expressed during planning (within the temporal resolution afforded by fMRI), with stronger representation of start location not reliably predicting stronger reinstatement of the future goal location.

Within the hippocampal subfields, we observed comparable classification in subiculum (26.5%, SEM 0.95), CA1 (25.2%, SEM 0.96), and CA2/3/DG (24.5%, SEM 1.05), such that there were no significant differences between regions (repeated-measures ANOVA $F_{(2,32)} = 0.85$; $p = 0.44$).

As reported in the main text, within our broader network of *a priori* targeted anatomical ROIs (MTL cortex, RSC, and VS), future goal classification was above chance, bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons, in PHC (26.5%, $t_{(16)} = 7.45$, $p = 1.38 \times 10^{-6}$), PRC (25.1%, $t_{(16)} = 5.28$, $p = 7.47 \times 10^{-5}$), and RSC (25.6%, $t_{(16)} = 3.94$, $p = 0.001$); while classification was also individually above chance in VS (22.9%, $t_{(16)} = 2.17$, $p = 0.05$), it did not survive correction for multiple comparisons. Moreover, trial-by-trial evidence for the goal in these regions significantly correlated with that in hippocampus (PHC: mean $r = 0.25$, $t_{(16)} = 8.01$, $p = 5.50 \times 10^{-7}$; PRC: mean $r = 0.17$, $t_{(16)} = 4.54$, $p = 3.35 \times 10^{-4}$; RSC: mean $r = 0.17$, $t_{(16)} = 5.24$, $p = 8.09 \times 10^{-5}$; VS: mean $r = 0.07$, $t_{(16)} = 2.59$, $p = 0.02$ [VS not significant after bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons]). A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a marginal, non-significant effect of future versus current classifier performance across the hippocampal and extra-hippocampal ROIs ($F_{(1,64)} = 2.40$; $p = 0.06$), and no interaction between prospection (future vs current classifier) and location ($F_{(4,64)} = 1.38$; $p = 0.25$).

**Cross-cue classification and evidence for goal reinstatement in hippocampus**

Our future goal classification analysis approach required the classifier to identify pattern information consistent across navigational events (including different start/current
locations, different cues, and different traversal directions). To further confirm that prospective goal-related coding in hippocampus generalizes across cues, a new classifier was trained on planning period patterns from trials corresponding to only one of the cues for each goal, and tested on planning period patterns from trials corresponding to the other cue. The classifier was run across 200 iterations to equate trial numbers and to permute over cue/goal pairings in the training set. This is a challenging classification problem given that a) future goal and cue identity were intentionally perfectly correlated in the training set such that the classifier was free to learn features characteristic of either information type, and b) the training set was approximately halved in size relative to our main analysis (note that halving the trial count in the main future classifier analysis yielded attenuated classification of 26.3%). Importantly, while numerically lower, we observed significant above chance future goal classifier performance when training on the data with one of the cues for each goal and testing on the data with the other cue for each goal (24.6%; \( t(16) = 3.53, p = 0.003 \)). This outcome provides additional evidence that prospective spatial coding is a feature of human hippocampus.

Our principal cross-validated MVPA analyses provide a perceptually controlled evaluation of prospective event coding on the basis of future goal. We also sought to determine the degree to which features present upon goal arrival are reinstated during the initial planning period. That is, we quantified the degree to which pattern information during initial planning that codes for goal state is similar to the pattern information that is present upon goal arrival. For this analysis, we generated a novel set of single-trial parameter estimates from post-arrival goal periods in our original model. We then used the future classifier that was trained on planning period activity, testing the classifier on goal period patterns. Above chance classifier performance (26.8%; \( t(16) = 7.65, p = 1.00 \times 10^{-6} \)) on the testing set demonstrated that the features diagnostic of goal state during initial planning were present upon subsequent goal arrival, consistent with the representation of the experience at the goal being reinstated during planning. Importantly, this was the case even though one of the two cues was presented to participants during the planning period, but neither cue/fractal was present when participants arrived at the goal. This observation further argues that prospective goal coding in hippocampus extends beyond representing the fractal cue(s) associated with the goal. On this point, we also note that the ability to classify current location, which was associated with an entirely distinct set of fractals from the cue for the goal, further supports the presence of spatial context coding that extends beyond simple cue information.

Is there location clustering within human hippocampus?
Is successful location decoding in hippocampus based on (a) large-scale preference maps – with different locations predominantly driving spatially clustered populations of hippocampal voxels – or (b) more interleaved, distributed representations? To address this question, we conducted a “location clustering” analysis that leveraged the univariate data to quantify whether voxels with the same goal-location preference are spatially clustered beyond what would be expected given the inherent smoothness of our fMRI data. In this analysis, we first generated univariate preference maps (S4B-D), in which we computed the mean planning period parameter estimate for each goal location, and coded each hippocampal voxel’s preferred location based on the maximum of these mean
parameter estimates. Visual examination of these preference maps suggests a highly interleaved, distributed pattern of location preference across voxels.

Next, we quantified the spatial clustering of location preference in these hippocampal maps. (1) First, we computed the modal preferred class in the voxels surrounding (but excluding) each center voxel (a local sphere). (2) Then we assigned a binary code to the center voxel of 1 or 0 \( (I_i) \), depending on whether the modal preference of the surrounding voxels matched that of the center voxel (i.e., is the preference of the center voxel successfully predicted by its surrounding voxels?). (3) Then we computed a clustering weight \( (W_i) \) for each local sphere as the number of voxels (excluding the center) with the modal preference, divided by the total number of voxels in the sphere. This provided a means of weighting the contribution of each individual voxel to the overall clustering score by the degree to which its surrounding voxels yielded a strong prediction about its preference. (4) Finally, we computed the overall clustering score for hippocampus from these searchlight statistics:

\[
\text{Clustering score} = \sum (W_i \times I_i) + \sum W_i
\]

Thus, the hippocampal clustering score was a weighted mean, representing the degree to which location preferences across voxels are predicted by their neighbors, adjusted for the overall degree of shared location preference amongst the surrounding voxels in each searchlight.

Critically, we computed the clustering score for three different searchlight radii (one voxel, two voxels, and three voxels), to characterize the spatial extent of clustering in the data (since immediately adjacent voxels are expected to have a greater degree of shared signal due to the inherent smoothness in the data). In an initial analysis, each searchlight radius excluded the voxels that would be included in the next-smaller searchlight, such that the voxels submitted to the clustering analysis represented a “shell” of radius \( r \) surrounding the center voxel. By not re-sampling the same voxels with each increase in searchlight radius, this approach examined the degree to which voxels at a given radius predict the preference of the center voxel.

Due to inherent smoothness in BOLD data, some degree of clustering in “location preference” is expected independent of local representational properties. Therefore, significant clustering in hippocampus was determined by comparing true clustering scores of each participant against an empirically established baseline. The baseline was determined by scrambling class (goal location) labels for planning period parameter estimates and re-computing the clustering score for hippocampus. The scrambling preserved structural properties of the task (i.e., the same number of trials per condition per scan session, and trials corresponding to the same location could not be adjacent in time). Over 100 scrambling iterations, this approach allowed us to establish the degree of inherent clustering in the data due to its smoothness, independent of the true location preference information in the data.

Results of the “shell” clustering analysis (Fig. S4A) demonstrated that location clustering did not exceed that expected from inherent smoothness in the data: Across the three searchlight radii, a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no main effect of True versus Baseline clustering \( (F_{(1,16)} = 1.32, p = 0.27) \). In addition, there was no interaction between True versus Baseline clustering and searchlight radius \( (F_{(2,32)} = 1.57, p = 0.22) \).
Finally, there was a main effect of searchlight radius \( (F_{(2,32)} = 300.60, p = 2.00 \times 10^{-16}) \), reflecting a sharp drop in shared location preference with the center voxel from the immediately adjacent to more distal voxels. Note that, as this effect did not interact with *True* versus *Baseline* status, it reflects the inherent smoothness of the data rather than a change in location clustering across spatial extents. Paired-sample \( t \)-tests demonstrated that there was no difference \( (t_{(16)} = -1.06, p = 0.305) \) in *True* versus *Baseline* clustering even in voxels immediately adjacent to the center (radius = 1). It is possible that the preceding analysis failed to detect clustering because we used integrated across too few voxels, and thus had low sensitivity. To further explore possible clustering, we used volumes volumes (rather than shells) of radii 1, 2, and 3. Notably, we were similarly unable to predict a voxel’s preference using volumes, as there was no main effect of *True* versus *Baseline* clustering \( (F_{(1,16)} = 1.99, p = 0.18) \); no interaction between *True* versus *Baseline* clustering and searchlight radius \( (F_{(2,32)} = 1.97, p = 0.16) \); and there was a significant main effect of searchlight radius \( (F_{(2,32)} = 347.30, p = 2.00 \times 10^{-16}) \). Together, the lack of significant clustering above that expected in empirically established baseline data suggest that the representation of locations in our task is not reflected in large-scale preference maps in hippocampus (at the resolution afforded by fMRI).

**Intervening sub-goal location decoding**

To examine the extent to which reinstating representations of future locations during planning incorporates replay of significant locations along the intended route, we further considered planning period *future* classifier confusability as a function of the intervening sub-goal location along the planned route. For this analysis, the classifier was trained on the full dataset, but performance data were derived from the 50% of navigation trials in which participants navigated to a more distal (as opposed to adjacent) goal location – that is, trials on which one of the other possible locations lay along the future route between the start location and the end goal. As reported in the main text, overall classifier confusability was qualitatively greatest for these sub-goal locations (Fig. 2A). We computed the proportion of trials in which classifier evidence favored choosing the sub-goal over all other non-goal locations (regardless of whether the true goal had the highest evidence). A one-sample \( t \)-test against chance (25% in this four-location comparison) revealed that sub-goal locations were significantly favored over all other non-goal locations 28.7% (SEM = 1.36) of the time \( (t_{(16)} = 2.69, p = 0.017) \). We did not find significant evidence for the sub-goal in extra-hippocampal targeted ROIs (PHC: 25.3%, \( t_{(16)} = 0.146, p = 0.886 \); PRC: 27.1%, \( t_{(16)} = 1.367, p = 0.193 \); RSC: 26.9%, \( t_{(16)} = 1.546, p = 0.144 \); VS: 27.3%, \( t_{(16)} = 1.768, p = 0.105 \)). Given significant sub-goal evidence in hippocampus, we also separately compared the mean rate at which classifier evidence favored the sub-goal vs. each of the other non-goal locations, again regardless of whether evidence for the goal state was greatest. Critically, the sub-goal had significantly greater evidence (i.e., higher confusability) relative to each of the other three locations (vs start: \( t_{(16)} = 6.85, p = 5.45 \times 10^{-6} \); vs alternate route location 1: \( t_{(16)} = 4.21, p = 7.62 \times 10^{-4} \); vs alternate route location 2: \( t_{(16)} = 5.09, p = 1.33 \times 10^{-4} \) (Fig. 2B).

We then quantified the relationship between goal and sub-goal evidence. We hypothesized that prospection over the goal would predict replay of the sub-goal. This is a challenging classification question to address, because there is a bias towards a negative relationship between goal and sub-goal evidence driven by the inherent interdependence
of the probabilistic evidence scores for each of the five locations. To control for this source of bias, we computed whether trial-by-trial evidence scores for the goal and sub-goal were less negatively correlated than expected by the inherent interdependence in the data. A null distribution for the correlation between the goal and sub-goal evidence scores was generated through a permutation analysis in which the sub-goal and alternate route location labels across trials were randomly shuffled over 1000 iterations. For each shuffling iteration the goal and shuffled "sub-goal" label evidence correlations were recomputed. Trial-by-trial evidence for the goal and the sub-goal showed a trend towards a more positive correlation than expected by inherent interdependence in the data (mean $r_{observed} - r_{null} = 0.06$, paired-sample $t$-test against null $t_{(16)} = 1.73$, $p = 0.10$), providing modest evidence that retrieval of one state predicted that of the other.

Finally, we conducted an exploratory analysis to examine whether there was evidence for temporal structure during the representation of the sub-goal and goal within hippocampus. While prospective hippocampal replay events happen in a temporally compressed manner in rodents, to the extent that our participants engaged in deliberate sequential retrieval during planning, the time-course of evoked BOLD patterns may reveal temporal differences in the relative strength of sub-goal and goal representations. To test this possibility, we conducted a leave-one-out cross-validation classification in which the classifier was trained and tested on the basis of future goal location, but using the motion-corrected BOLD time-course data (as opposed to single-trial parameter estimates). We observed minimal classification at the level of individual TRs; however, averaging BOLD patterns from adjacent time-points to improve temporal signal-to-noise ratio improved our sensitivity to detect representational content. We compared classification for patterns generated from the weighted means of TRs 1-2 and 3-4 with weighting of 0.25-0.75 and 0.75-0.25, respectively. This weighting scheme was selected to emphasize pattern information centered over 2-4 and 4-6s, which corresponds to the rise and peak of hippocampal univariate time-course signal (Fig. S5A). Signal in each voxel was Z-scored across trials within-session prior to classification.

To partially account for the fact that sub-goal confusability may decrease as evidence for the goal increases from the first to the second TR bin, rendering estimation of the relative evidence between the two challenging, we computed classifier accuracy as the proportion of trials for which the sub-goal and goal had, separately, the highest confusability when compared to all other non-goal locations (i.e., start and alternate route locations 1 and 2) for the two TR bins. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a trend for an interaction ($F_{(1,16)} = 3.58$, $p = 0.08$) between location (sub-goal and goal) and time (TR bin). Direct comparison of the two locations revealed that the sub-goal was more confusable, relative to other non-goal locations, than the goal during the first TR bin ($t_{(16)} = 2.64; p = 0.02$) (Fig. S5B). While interpretative caution is clearly warranted, these findings suggest a trend towards sub-goal evidence manifesting sooner than goal evidence during planning.

**Hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity**

We leveraged the whole-brain data to test whether the strength of prospective goal representations in hippocampus and its subfields relates to univariate activity in prefrontal cortex. For this analysis, we analyzed prefrontal activity using smoothed, DARTEL-normalized functional data, with the strength of *future* classifier goal pattern...
evidence (classifier logits) as a parametric modulator (as described above). Thus, for each participant, we estimated how trial-by-trial classifier evidence for goal state relates to univariate prefrontal activity. Resulting parametric modulator beta maps were entered into a second-level one-sample t-test in SPM8, treating participant as a random factor. The resulting group-level connectivity maps (Fig. 4A-B) were analyzed with a voxelwise statistical threshold of $p < 0.01$. Because of our strong prediction that prospective retrieval in our task is supported via hippocampal interactions with prefrontal regions, we conducted this connectivity analysis in a restricted region of interest volume composed of medial, orbital, and lateral prefrontal cortices (reducing the multiple-comparisons problem). The search volume was created by combining relevant AAL structural delineations (56) from the Wake Forest University (WFU) PickAtlas for SPM (57, 58), and manually trimming the resulting mask to ensure targeted anatomical specificity. To limit the occurrence of spurious clusters, we applied a cluster-extent threshold ($k$) of 156 to maintain a family-wise error rate of $p < 0.05$, calculated using a 10,000 simulation Monte Carlo analysis in 3dClustSim (from the AFNI software package; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/). Importantly, adopting a cluster-level (rather than voxel-level) approach to correcting for multiple comparisons addresses the spatially continuous nature of the data. However, because the statistics are corrected at the cluster level, the data should be interpreted as revealing the presence of significant effects within the discrete clusters identified, and not that the amplitude of all voxels within each cluster would independently reach corrected significance.

As reported in the main text, activity in both lateral FPC ($t = 4.71$; $xyz = 20, 68, 10$) and medial FPC ($t = 4.65$; $xyz = -2, 56, -10$) was positively related to future classifier goal evidence (Fig. 4A-B). Within hippocampal subfields, only the representational strength in subiculum had significant above-threshold prefrontal connectivity. There were no significant pairwise differences between subfields when applying cluster correction. There were no significant differences between subicular and whole-hippocampus connectivity, and their patterns of functional connectivity overlapped at reduced voxelwise thresholds.

To illustrate the mean within-subject relationship between hippocampal/subicular classifier evidence and prefrontal activity, we extracted single-trial parameter estimates from peak lateral and medial FPC voxels for each participant, and plotted hippocampal/subicular classifier evidence against activity (Fig. 4A-B plots). Given the “causal” relationship between prefrontal computations and hippocampal coding suggested by rodent data (6, 38), we plotted classifier evidence (y-axis) against prefrontal activity on the x-axis. To better illustrate the within-subject relationship between activity and evidence, evidence was binned by FPC activity quintiles for each participant, and quintile mean evidence strengths were $Z$-scored within-subject prior to plotting. Note that we cannot infer causality from our data, and these plots are included solely to illustrate the approximate relationship between classifier evidence and FPC univariate activity.

Searchlight decoding within hippocampus and whole-brain
A hippocampus-specific searchlight analysis revealed that local decoding within hippocampus was present in the hippocampal body, extending into the head (Fig. S6A) for both the current (Right $t = 6.34$; $xyz = 30, -21, -18$) and future (Left/Right $t = 4.87/4.73$; $xyz = -29, -19, -16 / 32, -26, -13$) classifiers. Of note, current classifier
decoding was only significant in the right hemisphere, even at a reduced voxel-level threshold of $p < 0.05$. However, submitting the current and future classifier searchlight accuracy maps to a pattern similarity analysis at the individual participant level (correlation between current and future classifier maps in vector form) revealed that the pattern of classifier accuracy within hippocampus was highly similar across current and future location decoding (Fig. S6B; mean $r = 0.739$; current classifier maps were more similar to future classifier maps than their empirical baseline maps: paired-sample $t$ test: $t_{(16)} = 6.38, p = 9.00 \times 10^{-6}$).

A whole-brain searchlight analysis further confirmed significant decoding of future goal location in hippocampus (Left $t = 4.31; \text{xyz} = -27, -16, -19$) and PHC (Left/Right $t = 6.01/5.89; \text{xyz} = -27, -35, -18 / 19, -46, -11$), and revealed additional effects in posterior OFC (Left [$\text{medial wall} / \text{Right [orbital surface]}$] $t = 5.91/5.70; \text{xyz} = -5, 16, -11 / 10, 16, -22$), anterior insula (Left/Right $t = 6.90/5.87; \text{xyz} = -27, 11, -14 / 38, 2, 3$), and posterior cingulate cortex (Left $t = 5.08; \text{xyz} = -5, 16, -11 / 10, 16, -22$), and anterior insula (Left/Right $t = 6.90/5.87; \text{xyz} = -27, 11, -14 / 38, 2, 3$), and posterior cingulate cortex (Left $t = 5.08; \text{xyz} = -5, 16, -11 / 10, 16, -22$) (Fig. 4B). Consistent with the pattern of non-significant current location decoding from our ROI-based analyses, the current classifier whole-brain searchlight revealed that current location could not be decoded outside the hippocampus.

**PFC goal coding and representational connectivity**

Given the hypothesized role of PFC in guiding hippocampal memory-dependent planning, we conducted follow-up analyses using the PFC clusters identified in the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity and whole-brain searchlight analyses. First, we examined whether FPC clusters identified in the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity, while not exhibiting significant future classification at the whole-brain searchlight level, contained evidence coding for future goal location. Lateral and medial FPC cluster ROIs submitted to the future classifier exhibited low classification accuracy; these effects did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (mean future classifier accuracy: medial FPC cluster = 22%, $t_{(16)} = 1.72, p = 0.11$; lateral FPC = 22%, $t_{(16)} = 2.27, p = 0.04$).

Motivated by significant classification of future goal location in OFC, and weak evidence for classification of future goal location in FPC, we then examined whether these regions exhibited “representational connectivity” with hippocampus. Future classifier evidence in the right OFC searchlight cluster exhibited a modest positive correlation at the group level with that of hippocampus (mean $r = 0.05, t_{(16)} = 2.14, p = 0.05$). Correlations between the medial OFC searchlight cluster and hippocampus were not significant (mean $r = 0.04, t_{(16)} = 1.71, p = 0.11$). Given the uncorrected, modest significance, interpretative caution is warranted.

Paralleling the results of the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity analyses, trial-by-trial evidence scores in medial and lateral FPC were positively correlated at the group level with those of the hippocampus and subiculum (medial FPC with hippocampus: mean $r = 0.08, t_{(16)} = 3.54, p = 0.003$; lateral FPC with hippocampus: mean $r = 0.07, t_{(16)} = 3.65, p = 0.002$; medial FPC with subiculum: mean $r = 0.07, t_{(16)} = 4.72, p = 2.31 \times 10^{-4}$; lateral FPC with subiculum: mean $r = 0.05, t_{(16)} = 3.18, p = 0.006$). Importantly, these results suggest that while evidence for goal state in FPC is weak, goal-related evidence that is present is functionally linked with hippocampal evidence. Finally, evidence scores in medial FPC also significantly correlated with those in medial OFC.
(mean $r = 0.06$, $t_{(16)} = 3.50$, $p = 0.003$; all other correlations between FPC and OFC were non-significant, $rs <0.04$, $ps > 0.10$).

Collectively, results from (a) the whole-brain searchlight analysis, (b) the hippocampal multivariate-univariate connectivity analysis, and (c) post-hoc classification and representational connectivity correlation analyses highlight a role for OFC in a hippocampal network that codes for prospective goals, and underscore an important role for FPC in putative top-down modulation of hippocampal coding during prospective planning. While the ability to decode representations of specific goal states from FPC may be limited, the findings from both the univariate and representational connectivity analyses suggest that the computations in this region could influence both hippocampal and OFC representations that underlie memory-guided planning.
**Fig. S1:** A. Overall navigation performance (correct direction and goal localization) by goal. B. Reaction times for selecting the navigational direction following cued planning. C. Mean precision at localizing goal locations. D. At left: Group precision distribution, plotted as percentage of trials in which participants stopped N virtual units from the precise goal location. Ranges on x-axis reflect distances inclusive of the first value and exclusive of the second (e.g., [0,1)). At right: X-axis precision ranges between two goal locations are color coded on a schematized overhead map of the environment. The darkest shade of red (9-10 units) represents the distal boundary of a given goal location’s 10-unit radius quintile. Black bars on map inset visualize the group’s mean precision in space. Note that goal locations were further separated by a mean of 2 units (tan space between goal quintiles on track), but the exact separation was jittered across locations and participants. A-D: Error bars reflect the group SEM. E. Illustration of perceptual difference at a distance of 4 virtual units (> mean precision error).
Fig. S2: A. Group-level current classifier confusion matrix. B. Current classifier confusion, across all correct navigation trials, sorted by spatial relationship of locations. C. Group-level future goal classifier confusion matrix. D. Future classifier confusion, across all correct navigation trials, sorted by spatial relationship of locations. Error bars reflect the group SEM.
Fig. S3: A. Representative manual segmentations of targeted extra-hippocampal regions of interest. B. Current location decoding in these targeted cortical regions. Error bars reflect the group SEM.
Fig. S4: A. Hippocampal location clustering scores for True and Scrambled (baseline) data, plotted by distance (radius, in voxels) from the center voxel of each searchlight. No evidence for location clustering was observed above that expected from the inherent smoothness in empirically established baseline data. Error bars reflect the group SEM. B-D. Representative univariate location preference maps from three participants, with clustering scores that ranged from the minimum (B) to the maximum (D) across the sample. Goal location color legend is provided below maps.
**Fig. S5:** A. Univariate activation time-course extracted from the bilateral hippocampal ROI. Time-course was estimated with an FIR model, using only a cue period onset regressor to allow for visualization of how percent signal change varies across task phases. B. Classifier accuracy for TRs 1-2 and 3-4 measured as confusability against remaining non-goal locations. Error bars reflect the group SEM.
Fig. S6: A. Current and future classifier hippocampal ROI searchlight maps. B. Mean pattern similarity ($r$, individual participant level) between unthresholded current and future classifier maps. Error bars reflect the group SEM.
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